
TECHNICAL NOTE ■ STA AE 16-5 GB

ROTOR CHARACTERISTICS
of ASYNCHRONOUS MOTORS

Knowledge of the rotor current is essential to effectively choose a suitable slip ring brush for asynchronous
machines.

If the rotor current value is not indicated by the name plate (or if for some reason the figure given is doubted)
current value can be established by the following simple method:

a – Low voltage motor (U ≤ 500 volts):
– Carefully blow out the motor and particularly the slip-ring and the brush and brush holder assembly.
– Open the rotor circuit by removing all the brushes.
– Connect the stator to the network and measure the feed voltage and current in the stator.
– Measure the voltage between each pair of rings (1 and 2; 2 and 3; 3 and 1).

If the motor is in good condition, the rotor will remain stationary and the three voltages measured between
the rings will be equal.

b – High voltage motor (U ≥ 500 volts):

Feed the stator with a low voltage three-phase current and proceed as in a above.

CALCULATION of ROTOR CURRENT

Excepting losses, the power being the same in both stator and rotor, we can write:

Vstator × Istator = Vrotor × Irotor

Consequently, the transformation ratio stator/rotor is equal to:

Vstator =
Irotor

Vrotor Istator

and to calculate the maximum rotor current, it is sufficient to know the maximum stator current at the motor
maximum power and apply the relationship.

I rotor maxi = 
Vstator × I stator maxi
Vrotor

Note :

1 – Actually, the value so calculated for the rotor current is false and is high by a few per cent because of
the rotor and stator iron losses and the copper losses of the stator.

But the error is negligible for the purpose of determining the number, section and grade of suitable brushes
for the machine.

2 – The use of a clip on ammeter or other ammeter to measure the rotor current on motors in operation
always gives a high error because of the very low frequency of measured current.
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